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General overview and objectives

Transfer and fate of pesticides are highly influenced by the presence of discontinuities, such as grass strips,
ditches, roads, etc. that can accelerate or slow down and dissipate water and contaminant flows. Those land-
scape features must thus be integrated into watershed management plans. Taking these elements into account
in modelling tools is a useful way to evaluate their efficiency on pesticide transfers at the watershed level.
However, if processes in landscape features have already been widely modelled locally, models generally don’t
reach the catchment scale. The PESHMELBA model aims at developping a spatially-explicit modeling tool of
water and contaminants circulation and fate at the scale of small catchments in order to optimise the land-
scape organisation. The model takes into account the spatial organisation of the landscape by representing
explicitly the existing features, their location and shape. The final aim of this modelling tool is to compare dif-
ferent scenarios in order to assess the influence of agricultural/landscape management practices on water quality.

Preprocessing

As a preprocessing step, a meshing representative of the landscape configuration is designed. Instead of be-
ing regular as usually done, each mesh unit coincides with one homogeneous landscape element. The final
meshing is composed of surface elements (plots, plots with grass strips, grassland, etc.) and linear elements
(landscape discontinuities such as ditches, banks or hedgerows, etc.). GeoMELBA, a dedicated tool for land-
scape discretization was developped to deduce the meshing from different GIS layers provided by the user. Soil
types and land uses are overlayed and intersected to deduce surface homogeneous units and linear elements are
resliced to fit surface elements boundaries. In addition to shaping the area of application of each modelling
unit, this method also aims at defining connectivity between landscape features accordingly to specific flow rules.

General description of the PESHMELBA model

Dominant processes ruling water and contaminants circulation on each landscape mesh are partly represented
by existing and validated models. For example, the Richards equation is solved with the fast solution from [1]
to represent water infiltration, and VFSMOD [2] is used for grass strips modelling. New modules have also been
designed to handle specific elements such as ditches. Each model stands for one or several processes governing
water and pesticide transfers and fate in an element. Those modelling units present different levels of com-
plexity in term of representation, from conceptual to physically-based approaches. In order to implement the
spatial and temporal couplings, the different modules are connected in OpenPALM, an open-source coupler [3].
Although this coupler is not hydrology-oriented and doesn’t have existing modules for hydrological processes as
some existing modelling frameworks, its flexibility and large range of possibilities for coupling models allow to
obtain a spatialised model of the whole catchment. In this current phase of construction of the PESHMELBA
model, each landscape feature and its dominant processes are integrated one by one and the physical consistency
of each module is evaluated.

Application

In this study, we will show an application of the PESHMELBA model based on la Fontaine du Theil catchment
(France) soil profiles and climatic events. A simplified landscape composed of ditches and plots (fig. 1, left)
is set up to carry out preliminary tests that aim at assessing the correct functionning of the unitary models
and interaction between them. The preprocessing step with GeoMELBA consists in defining the surface and



linear elements and assessing the connectivities (fig. 1, center and right). Processes that are represented in this
example are vertical infiltration, lateral saturated transfers, root extraction, and transformation of pesticides.

Figure 1: Scenario of application from real elements (left) to surface and linear units (center) and associated
connectivities (right)

The first test application simulates water and solute transfers in linears (ditches) and plots on a small virtual
catchment with an homogeneous silty-loam soil, after a 8h rainfall event (fig 2). They highlight two different
response speeds for pesticide transfers associated to their pathes: solutes are quickly transferred to outlet by
the ditch network whereas transfers are slower along plots. These results show physical consistency and a very
good mass balance for water and solutes. As a conclusion, processes still have to be implemented and their
evaluation have to be performed, but this method is promising to represent water and pesticides fate in different
complex landscapes.

Figure 2: Results of a 60h simulation for transfers in linears (top) and in plots (bottom)
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